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1. NOTHING BUT THE CLOUD
FOR LIGHTNING-FAST ANALYTICS
We're living much of our lives today in a digital environment, and it's going to continue to be
this way for the foreseeable future. It's a crucial moment for companies to achieve global
digitalization and innovation, and the capability to quickly spin up analytics servers, clusters,
and environments at optimal performance levels in the Cloud is an essential driver.

WHY
THE CLOUD
REIGNS SUPREME

§ Real-Time: Access live data, ensuring its value
doesn't diminish.
§ Centralization: No more data in isolation and dealing
with silos.
§ Globalization: Quickly obtain data from anywhere.
§ Data Sharing: An engine built for accessing and
sharing live data sets to drive collaboration and add
more value.
§ Artificial Intelligence: Fundamental to making data
sets accessible, enabling scale, and integrating it into
existing processes and workflows.
§ Democratization: Removes barriers and brings data
closer to the business, making it possible for anyone
to innovate.

BARRIERS TO GETTING INTO THE CLOUD
& HOW TO GET PAST THEM
TRANSFORMATION MANAGEMENT
Challenge: Like all transformations, moving to the Cloud can be complex, costly, and timeconsuming. IT project teams must ensure the migration happens seamlessly while learning a
new expertise of managing and securing applications in the Cloud.
Response: Gain the necessary training and certifications within the internal IT department.
Having in-house expertise will enable more efficient and productive conversations with all
internal and external stakeholders.

PERCEPTION OF INSECURITY
Challenge: Some companies, either internally or from customers, deal with the false
perception that data in the Cloud isn't secure.
Response: The reality is, data stored in the Cloud is most likely safer than data stored on
your hard drive. Servers are located in inaccessible warehouses and files are encrypted. The
security measures providers make it very difficult for cybercriminals to access data in the
Cloud.
Copyright © SDG Group 2021.
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1. NOTHING BUT THE CLOUD
FOR LIGHTNING-FAST ANALYTICS
Use Cases For Getting Into The Cloud

INDUSTRY

MIGRATION FROM
LEGACY TO A MODERN
DATA PLATFORM

DEPLOYMENT OF A
CLOUD MLOPS
FRAMEWORK

AI ON CLOUD FOR
COGNITIVE ROBOTIC
AUTOMATION

Financial
Services

Insurance

Banking

BUSINESS CHALLENGE

SOLUTION

BUSINESS IMPACT

Demands for analytics were piling up and
internal deadlines and objectives were
being missed due to bottlenecks caused
by the company’s traditional Relational
Database Management System.

Used an Enterprise Data Lake on Cloud
with a DataOps model to enable
consolidated dashboarding, reporting,
self-service BI, and ML capabilities.

•
•

20% decrease in Total Cost of Ownership.
Improved performance of analytics by 100X.

AI models were taking too long to
deploy, and the company could not
manage and govern the AI models in
the business roadmap.

Designed a Machine Learning system to
run against the Data Platform to
implement a ML lifecycle that could
industrialize and automate AI, from data
discovery to model conception,
deployment and monitoring.

•

Company went from managing 10s of models
to 100s.
Accelerated model time-to-market by 12X.
Bots were leveraged which reduced
development costs and efforts by 100X.

A Bank’s call center faced customer
service challenges due to slow and
costly manual document-based
processes.

Implemented a fully scalable and elastic AI
foundation in the Cloud to optimize
resources to meet actual demands and
workloads.

•

•
•

•

Over 500 core processes are now running
on AI-driven automation.
In < 12 months there was extreme ROI due to
hyper-automation and direct cost reductions.
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2. THE THREE KNIGHTS OF DATA MANAGEMENT:
DATAOPS, METADATA, & DATA GOVERNANCE POWERED BY AI

INNOVATION STARTS WITH DATA MANAGEMENT
In today’s fast-paced world, there is a crucial need for real-time data to make decisions and a growing
demand for self-service access to raw data.
This demand democratizes data and offers more opportunities for innovation, but data must be ready for
consumption before self-service access is possible. There needs to be data quality, lineage, security, and
business logic at every level of data - and this is where Artificial Intelligence (AI) comes into play.
AI should be applied to automate and accelerate the “Three Knights” of Data Management: DataOps,
Metadata, and Data Governance to provide consistency and agility in processes, allowing the business to
focus on decision-making and be in a far better position to evolve.

• DataOps: Speeds up data liberation, processing,
persistence, and consumption.

DATA MANAGEMENT
TRANSFORMED
THROUGH AI

• Metadata: Automates and enriches Metadata to
enable contextual data that improves data quality
facets, such as lineage, quality, availability, security,
completeness and integrity.
• Data Governance: Happens by design with AI-injected
monitoring, detection, and reconciliation of data
processing and data quality offending events.
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2. THE THREE KNIGHTS OF DATA MANAGEMENT:
DATAOPS, METADATA, & DATA GOVERNANCE POWERED BY AI
AI-powered Data Management Use Cases

AI-POWERED
CUSTOMER INTELLIGENCE

Industry

Business
Challenge

Solution

Business
Impact

Copyright © SDG Group 2021.

Travel

EXTREME AUTOMATION
OF DATA TO INSIGHTS
Hospitality

THE DATA &
ANALYTICS FABRIC
Communications & Media

Due to poor data quality, there were
duplicates of customers in the database.
The company could not get accurate
customer intelligence on its 3.9M customer
database to plan marketing interactions.

The company had a large volume of
data sources that were taking months to
program and provide analytics.

Year after year, the company was
reinventing costly data processes for
every KPI and dashboard, and it did not
have a consolidated view of the data and
the business.

Used an advanced algorithmic approach
for sorting, matching, clustering and
consolidating to achieve detection and
reconciliation of severe data quality
incidents.

Used a DataOps Framework, based on
Metadata-rich processing to implement
an automatic data warehouse that can
deploy new data pipelines and make
them available to business users in
minimal time-to-production.

Built a Data Fabric using Metadata
enriched data pipelines that narrowed the
distance between data and the business
and enabled true democratization of data.

• Identified 1.2 million duplicate
customers in the database.
• Unlocked the correct interactions for
2.7 million customers.
• 70% improvement ratio for targeting
the correct customer.

• More efficient processing allowed
the company to increase to 500 data
sources.
• 100X time-to-market. It was reduced
from months to days.

• 100TB of business data processed
once and for all.
• 70% reduction in time to generate an
executive dashboard.
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3. END-TO-END ADVANCED ANALYTICS:
THE KEY TO UNLOCKING BUSINESS INSIGHTS
There are four layers that define maturity with data and analytics:
Descriptive, Diagnostic, Predictive, and Prescriptive. A company
might have one layer or all four simultaneously. Still, all layers have
the potential to provide a better understanding of the business.

Business Insights:
The Link Between Data & Value

But in today's competitive and fast-moving
world, companies need transformative
insights that allow them to anticipate
challenges and uncover the next
competitive advantage.

Advanced Analytics (AA) is a must, and many companies are
already using these capabilities, such as Artificial
Intelligence, Machine Learning, and Natural Language
Processing, in some capacity. But unfortunately, having
Advanced Analytics itself does not automatically result in
tangible Business Insights that people understand, trust, and
action.

P R E S C R I P T I V E

P R E D I C T I V E

D I A G N O S T I C

D E S C R I P T I V E

This type of "crystal ball" vision
can only come from
Business Insights.

So, how do you get these Business Insights?

The real key to unlocking Business Insights is "End-to-End“
Advanced Analytics.

Layers of
ANALYTICS

When we say "end-to-end," we mean Advanced Analytics
optimize and connect every stage of the Data Value Chain:
Collection, Processing, Analytics, and Actioning Insight.
Companies must also industrialize Advanced Analytics
production (similar to how many approach DataOps) to
implement and automate the capabilities in the day-to-day
business operations.
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3. END-TO-END ADVANCED ANALYTICS:
THE KEY TO UNLOCKING BUSINESS INSIGHTS
Advanced Analytics Use Cases

BUSINESS
CHALLENGE
Discount Strategies

SUCCESS CASES

IMPACT
Industry

Amount Analyzed

Opportunity Identified
$1 M
+ 2.5 % annual sales

Net sales boost between 1.5
and 3%.

Multi-sector

$41M

Shelf Space Optimization
Detect opportunities for changes in shelf space
for each product in each point of sale.

Sales increase between 2
and 6%.

Retail

$196M

$7.1M
+ 3.6 % annual sales

Store Assortment Optimization
Segment points of sale according to their
characteristics and socio-demographic
environment to identify sales opportunities for
new products.

Sales increases between 1
and 10%.

Multi-sector

$30M

$1.3 M
+ 4.3 % annual sales

Demand Forecast
Detected the demand for each store and automated
the amount of product produced.

Decrease in stock-out and
wastage resulting in
increased net profit.

$86M

$8.6M
+ 10% annual net profit

Definition of optimal discounts by product and point
of sale to maximize sales.

Consumer Products
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4. DATA ETHICS
IN THE SPOTLIGHT
DATA ETHICS GUIDING PRINCIPLES

In the last year, we've seen how critical Artificial Intelligence is
to solve major societal problems. It will start to play a
significant role in our personal and business lives. Technology
companies will continue to collaborate in order to centralize
data processing and create AI solutions that can solve some
of the biggest challenges we face globally.
The scaling of AI also scales reputational, regulatory, and
legal risks. There are many data privacy and security
regulations such as GDPR in the EU or GxP in the
Pharmaceutical industry. Still, now a set of standards and
ethics must be built into solutions in the same way security
and privacy drive engineering today.
Data Ethics describes a code of behavior specifically for what
is right and wrong related to Data Handling: the generation,
recording, curation, processing, dissemination, sharing, and
use; Algorithms: AI, artificial agents, machine learning, and
robots; Corresponding Practices: responsible innovation,
programming, hacking, and professional codes.
All companies need a Data Ethics Framework. The "Fair
Information Practices Principles," created by the non-profit
organization, the International Association of Privacy
Professionals (IAAP), is a solid platform companies can use to
create their frameworks.

Copyright © SDG Group 2021.

1. The Collection Limitation Principle.
There should be limits to the collection
of any personal data obtained by lawful
and fair means with the knowledge or
consent of the data subject.

5. The Security Safeguards Principle.
Reasonable security safeguards should
protect personal data against risks as
loss or unauthorized access, destruction,
use, modification, or disclosure of data.

2. The Data Quality Principle. Personal
data should be relevant to the purposes
for which they are to be used, and
accurate, complete, and kept up-to-date.

6. The Openness Principle. There should
be a general policy of openness about
developments, practices, and policies
with respect to personal data.

3. The Purpose Specification Principle.
The purpose for which personal data are
collected should be specified at the time
of collection.

7. The Individual Participation Principle.
An individual should have the right to the
data relating to them or know if the data
controller has data relating to them.

4. The Use Limitation Principle.
Personal data should not be disclosed,
made available, or otherwise used for
purposes other than those specified,
except with the consent of the data
subject or the authority of law.

8. The Accountability Principle. A data
controller should be accountable for
complying with measures that give
effect to the principles stated above.

Sources: https://iapp.org/resources/article/fair-information-practices/
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4. DATA ETHICS
IN THE SPOTLIGHT
Data Ethics Use Cases

EMPOWERED SECURITY
THROUGH BLOCKCHAIN

DOCDOT: FACIAL RECOGNITION
TECHNOLOGY IN DIGITAL HEALTH

Context

Context

For AI to improve, we need more centralized data. But how can
organizations share data with other companies without
compromising confidential or commercial secrets?

Our digital health solution, DocDot, developed in response to
COVID-19, uses Facial Recognition technology to detect vital signs
remotely. There is some resistance to adopt Facial Recognition
technology due to privacy and surveillance concerns.

Solution

Solution

Use Blockchain technology to strengthen security. Blockchain allows
for encrypted data storage on a distributed ledger and the creation
of fully secured databases that can only be viewed by approved
parties. With the combination of AI and Blockchain, there is a
secured system for individuals' sensitive and valuable data.

Use a two-key encryption so data is only available to approved
parties with both keys, rotate keys periodically, and communicate
to patients how data will be collected, stored and used.
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5. SELF-SERVICE 2.0:
THE END OF THE REPORTING ERA
THE NEXT GENERATION OF SELF-SERVICE
The Cloud has become a must-have, and it is enabling companies to
access more information and spin up analytics environments faster
than ever before. The Cloud's adoption is ending the days of static and
guided reporting and introducing a next-generation, Self-Service 2.0.

Insights for
Everyone,
Everywhere.

In the era of Self-Service 2.0, companies will use
technologies that leverage Natural Language
Processing and AI to query their entire data
warehouse and instantaneously generate
analytics that answers their questions. AI will be
embedded into these technologies and provide
insights users couldn't tap into previously. The AI
engine will learn what's relevant to each person's
role to give recommendations and develop
questions the user wouldn't have thought to ask.

Furthermore, Self-Service 2.0 technologies will provide intuitive analytics experiences, such as
search boxes or chat assistants. The search boxes will be like using a search engine that
generates analytics on the fly to answer your questions. Chat assistants will be similar to talking to
an Amazon Alexa to get answers about your data. Both capabilities will also be proactive and
stream relevant insights to users as they occur.

The user-friendly nature of these capabilities is essential because not everyone is in a job role that
requires them to sit at a desk with a laptop or be a data and analytics expert. Still, everyone within
a company has questions only data can answer. Self-Service 2.0 technologies will empower all
people, regardless of their skill level, to make data-driven decisions using the devices they're most
familiar with from anywhere their role requires them to be.

Copyright © SDG Group 2021.
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5. SELF-SERVICE 2.0:
THE END OF THE REPORTING ERA
Self-Service 2.0 Use Cases

INDUSTRY

SEARCH-DRIVEN
ANALYTICS IN
RESEARCH & SCIENCE

SELF-SERVICE FOR
STORE MANAGERS

STREAMING INSIGHTS
IN HEALTHCARE

Copyright © SDG Group 2021.

Pharmaceutical

Retail

Healthcare

CHALLENGE
It’s a long journey from a drug’s ideation to
its delivery to market. There’s endless
research, several stages of clinical trials,
and scientists need to correctly tie a
breadth of historical genomics data into
trial findings to develop medicine.
A retailer with hundreds of franchise
stores, wanted to give their franchisees
access to daily sales and marketing
data that would allow store managers to
make decisions instantly, but their
current reports took months to develop
and make changes to.

Physicians, specialists and hospital
staff had to perform ad hoc requests
to identify trends, including the rates
of diagnosis by department or
disease, payor mix, and patient
volume by service.

SOLUTION

IMPACT

Provided a solution that included a
search engine on top of the data, similar
to a Google or Yahoo search to let
scientists and researchers interact with
their mountains of data in a digestible
way.

•

Implemented a solution that allowed sales
managers to use a search bar to ask their
data questions. The solution instantly
calculated terabytes of data to provide
real-time sales insights.

•

Removed data silos and provided the
hospital with a secured analytics
environment and AI capabilities that
streamed personalized insights to users
based on their job role.

•

•
•

•

AI-powered insights made correlations,
trends and anomalies that could’ve been
missed.
Strengthened the drug’s make up.
Decreased the development life cycle.

Store managers can build their own reports
in minutes, without technical training.
Maximized sales and optimized product mix
to increase overall revenue.

Saved time and resources because staff
could surface insights and the hospital didn’t
need to bring in a team of data scientists.
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6. BEST-OF-BREED: FROM AN ANALYTICS
PLATFORM TO A SERVICE ARCHITECTURE
GO BEYOND THE BOUNDARIES
OF LEGACY DATA ENVIRONMENTS
A few trends are taking place right now, and they're creating a new data architecture called a
Service Architecture. In this new architecture, companies purchase individual components from
software providers as services instead of investing in entire software platforms. This allows
customers to get the best services for their business needs and environment and gives them
more leverage because they can easily disconnect a service, just like canceling a subscription.

TRENDS FORMING
THE SERVICE ARCHITECTURE

1

2

3

SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE (SAAS)

MICROSERVICES

CONTAINERIZATION

The need for SaaS has been magnified as a result
of the pandemic. Companies feel the urgency to
have turnkey digital solutions their employees can
quickly start consuming. They need to minimize
upfront and ongoing costs and avoid rigid software
contracts to be as flexible and adaptable as
possible.

Microservices is the concept of breaking
down applications into smaller components
that work together to make the application
easier to build and maintain. Each component
is then independently developed and
separately maintained, resulting in developer
independence, isolation, scalability, and life
cycle automation to applications.

Containerization is a technology that offers a
logical
packaging
mechanism
where
applications can be abstracted or separated
from the environment in which they actually run,
making it easier to host applications inside
portable environments.

The Service Architecture will speed up innovation and time-to-market
because companies can mix and match containerized, open-source solutions,
so they don’t have to build everything from scratch.
Copyright © SDG Group 2021.
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6. BEST-OF-BREED: FROM AN ANALYTICS
PLATFORM TO A SERVICE ARCHITECTURE
Service Architectures Use Cases

ACCELERATED TRANSFORMATION
OF DATA TO STRATEGIC ASSETS

ENABLING DEVELOPERS TO
DRIVE NEW INNOVATIONS

INDUSTRY: Pharmaceutical

INDUSTRY: Multi-sector

CHALLENGE:
A pharmaceutical company struggled with data silos and gaining
real-time insights. It needed a way to combine all its data and
bring it into an analytics environment.

CHALLENGE:
Developers needed to build a custom solution for their company,
which required incorporating both emerging and reference
technologies. The challenge was, they only needed to use specific
components of the technologies instead of the entire platforms.

SOLUTION:
First, moved the company to the Cloud to provide a unified data
warehouse. Then, connected to an AI-driven and search analytics
product that was a container in the Cloud to quickly set-up an
analytics environment to give business users the ability to search
all data in the warehouse and generate analytics on the fly.

IMPACT:
• With only a few clicks, the company could seamlessly bring
data into an analytics environment without intensive manual
work from engineers, saving resources and time.
• Sped up the time it takes to extract value from data.

Copyright © SDG Group 2021.

SOLUTION:
Selected products that had a light-weight containerized development
components they could build into existing applications or
infrastructures.

IMPACT:
• The developers were able to work with components from different
technologies to build a one-of-a-kind solution.
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7. THE X ANALYTICS FACTOR
The term "X Analytics" is used where the "X" is the data variable for a
range of different structured and unstructured content.
Unstructured data comes from the analysis of text, images, video, and
audio.
X Analytics can also apply to Dark Data, which is data collected from
normal business operations but is untapped because of its sheer volume.
Examples of Dark Data sources are network devices, sensors, and
customer support logs.

UNLOCK THE POTENTIAL OF DARK DATA

X Analytics is all about utilizing all available data, no matter where or in
what format that data resides. This trend isn’t a new concept, but it’s on the
rise because it’s completely dependent on AI techniques such as Machine
Learning and Natural Language Processing, which are maturing and
becoming less costly.
X Analytics will allow companies and society to extract the maximum value
from all data touchpoints to make improvements, uncover new
opportunities, and spot anomalies before they have a detrimental impact.

Copyright © SDG Group 2021.
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7. THE X ANALYTICS FACTOR
X Analytics Use Cases

Industry

Business
Challenge

Solution

OPTIMIZING
FLIGHT DISTRIBUTION
ANALYSIS

IMPROVING WAREHOUSE
PRODUCTIVITY WITH MOTION
INTELLIGENCE

Airline

Pharmaceutical

An airline did not have visibility into data related to
potential customers’ searches, availability, and
booking requests when done via a third-party
application.

A pharmaceutical company was tracking movements in its
warehouses based on rough, theoretical estimations. The current
method wasn’t reliable, and they wanted a new motion intelligence
solution, but it would require new devices and sensors, which
wasn’t a viable option due to cost and installation challenges.

The hotel chain needed more detailed information about
the experience and behaviors of guests during their stay.
Currently, it could only make experience design and
operational plans based on assumptions.

Implemented a solution to non-intrusively collect all
network transit data to capture valuable information
regarding interactions potential customers performed
with the third party. Then structured the data so it
could be consumed in analytics dashboards.

Instead of using a solution that required new devices and sensors,
the company gathered data already generated by their existing WiFi access points to trace movements of devices
(forklifts,
employees' handhelds, mobile phones, etc.) and applied AI
algorithms to refine insights.

Used Wi-Fi technologies as a data source for motion
intelligence purposes to track how guests were moving
inside the hotel. Visualized the data in a dashboard that
allowed the hotel to identify trends and variations quickly.

•

Business
Impact

•

•

Improved pricing, route selections, and forecasts
for the third-party channel.
Increased revenue from the channel by 4%
because they could select the best offers to
potential customers based on their interactions.
Significant improvement in the quality of the
booking experience.

Copyright © SDG Group 2021.

•
•
•

Company had insight into time and distance spent by mission,
forklift, operator, or interbuilding.
Estimated and optimal path for each mission.
Hourly heatmaps of movements.

BETTER CUSTOMER SERVICE
BASED ON GUEST MOTION
INSIGHTS

Hotel

•

•
•

Identified inefficiencies in the check-in process,
realizing wait times were more than 30% longer than
estimations.
Better scheduled employees' services and shifts to
cope with real guests' presence in each area.
Reduced waiting time in restaurants to improve
customer experience.
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8. GRAPH ANALYTICS:
THE BOOST TO MACHINE LEARNING & AI
Graph Analytics is a set of analytical techniques for the interpretation
of unstructured data that enables exploration and provides context
about relationships between graph database entries via an abstraction
called a graph model.
Graph Analytics is increasing in popularity because of its ability to
easily incorporate new data sources and mine new relations among
those data sets with ease, enhancing Machine Learning and AI.
The structure of a graph is made up of nodes and edges. While nodes
denote points or entities in the graph data, edges represent a
relationship or lines of communication between nodes. Every edge has
a direction and a weight that symbolizes the strength of the
relationship.

GRAPH ANALYTICS
TECHNIQUES ALLOW FOR:

• Visualization of a large amount of information in a way that finds correlations and
structures that are easy to interpret.
• Algorithms that have important use cases, such as fraud detection or analyzing marketing
channels to identify new leads.
• Manipulation of large amounts of data in complex operations.
• Machine Learning techniques to predict changes in the graph and detect anomalies.

In real-world scenarios, nodes can be people like customers,
employees, or places like retail stores, airports, or represent things like
assets, grids, bank accounts, URLs, and so on. Edges can stand for
likes and dislikes, emails, payments, phone calls, and much more.

Copyright © SDG Group 2021.
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8. GRAPH ANALYTICS:
THE BOOST TO MACHINE LEARNING & AI
REAL-WORLD APPLICATIONS FOR GRAPH ANALYTICS

Copyright © SDG Group 2021.

Banking

Healthcare & Pharmaceuticals

Helps identify illegal or fraudulent behavior and criminal
activity like money laundering, cybercrimes, etc. Banks can
determine whether to sanction loans to an applicant,
strengthen enterprise or institutional security, and so on.

Discovers new, effective ways of treatments by analyzing
relationships in proteins, chemical pathways, DNA, cells,
and organs, and finds how combinations of lifestyle
choices and medications influence them.

Transportation & Logistics

Marketing & Sales

Optimizes logistics for manufacturing and transportation
industries by finding out the fastest and safest routes,
weather conditions that might affect the routes, and other
factors.

Helps brands in social network analysis by identifying
influencers and decision-makers, who can be instrumental
in driving more leads via collaborations or endorsement
schemes.
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9. CONTINUOUS INTELLIGENCE & 5G:
THE FORCE BEHIND SMART BUSINESS PROCESSES
THE MAGIC OF CONTINUOUS INTELLIGENCE & 5G
Gone are the days when a business problem can occur, and analysts can look at why after
the fact. Situational awareness in business is a necessity, and Continuous Intelligence, a
marriage of Artificial Intelligence and Predictive Analytics, is the key to smoothly solving
business problems on the go.
Continuous Intelligence uses real-time and historical data to aid business decisionmaking with minimal waste of time, money, and human effort. It is proactive and always
listening to the changes occurring and analyzing the observations to detect irregularities,
prescribe resolutions, and continually improve processes.
Continuous Intelligence sends alerts and signals to systems or people to make decisions.
A few examples of where this is helpful is when deciding what offers to make to
customers, assessing the risk in business transactions, or resource allocation.
Furthermore, 5G is gaining traction and engineered to handle the deluge of streaming data
heading into networks, making it a fine companion for Continuous Intelligence. 5G brings
better performance, speed, and stability, enabling Continuous Intelligence to extract
value from the sea of streaming data. Continuous Intelligence is an ideal for every modern
business that needs to operate smarter and more efficiently.

Copyright © SDG Group 2021.
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9. CONTINUOUS INTELLIGENCE & 5G:
THE FORCE BEHIND SMART BUSINESS PROCESSES
PERFECT PHARMACY
ORDERS

STREAMING CONTINUOUS
CUSTOMER INSIGHTS

Industry

Business
Challenge

Solution

Business
Impact

Healthcare

Pharmaceutical

Airline

When flights are late, the airline did not know
how to handle passengers with connecting
flights. Will they make their connecting flight?
Should they still load their baggage on that
plane to save time?

A pharmaceutical company could not get
access to critical sales data on its products,
such as sell-out data and an estimation of
stock from wholesalers and third-parties.

Since COVID-19 is a highly contagious virus,
physicians want to minimize the direct contact
with patients when testing and treating the
virus.

Streamed data from the 20 different applications
in production for airline operations to get
historical and real-time data to make predictions
and automate decisions.

The pharmaceutical company created a
value proposition for the pharmacies to
provide data to them. The company could
now analyze customers, sales trends, and
levels of stock and in return, they’d use the
data to tell the pharmacies the optimal
amount of product to order.

DocDot, our digital health solution, enables
patients to use a smartphone application to
scan their faces and analyze temperature and
symptoms to detect the COVID-19 virus. The
data from the scan is provided to a physician so
they can prescribe the best treatment for each
patient.

•
•
•

Accurate predictions of passenger delays
and handling of baggage.
No longer wasting time loading and
removing bags of late passengers.
Improvement of on-time departure statistics.

•
•

•

Copyright © SDG Group 2021.

DOCDOT: REAL-TIME DATA FOR
CRITICAL HEALTH INSIGHTS

Pharmacies knew how much product to
order precisely, resulting in the "perfect
order."
Pharmacies had AI & Advanced Analytics
applied to data, which they previously did
not have.
The Pharmaceutical company received the
visibility it needed into sales data, stock,
and customers.

•
•

Remote monitoring of patients, minimizing
the risk of infecting others with the virus.
No-wait testing since patients can test at
any time from home.
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THIS IS STARTING TO SURFACE.

Analytics-Driven Decisions.

10. QUANTUM AI TAKES DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION TO THE NEXT-LEVEL
ARE YOU READY FOR THE QUANTUM FUTURE?
The production of data will never end, but the processing power of today’s
computers are at capacity. That's why the biggest technology leaders have
started Quantum Computing sectors and are racing to launch the first
workable Quantum Computer.

WHAT’S
POSSIBLE WITH
QUANTUM AI?

• Quicker processing and analysis of
massive data sets.
• Faster and smarter Machine Learning.
• “Meaning Aware” Natural Language
Processing,
meaning
NLP
will
understand entire sentences instead of
only individuals words.
• Enabling Generative models, which
answer a question through the output of
an image, music, video, etc.

Quantum Computers will be about a million times faster in processing than
today's computers because they use qubits, where data can exist in multiple
states simultaneously.
Quantum AI is powered through Quantum Computing, and although AI has
come leaps and bounds in the last few years, it has not overcome many
limitations. The power of Quantum Computing could accelerate algorithms
that finally unlock the true potential of AI.
In the long term, it's predicted Quantum AI could help fight future health
crises, find new solutions for climate change, or enable new models for
predicting financial risks and weather. In the short-term, it will likely be used
for optimization tasks that require searching through data quickly, such as
sorting through health or finance data.
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10. QUANTUM AI TAKES DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION TO THE NEXT-LEVEL
POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS FOR QUANTUM AI

Pharmaceutical Drug Discovery

Finance

It’s predicted that Quantum AI could better mimic interactions
between molecules than we can currently, which would help
accelerate medicine discovery efforts and make simpler to
foresee the effects on potential consumers.

Because of how quickly Quantum AI will be able to
analyze data, it could improve models that predict how
markets and portfolios will perform, run better forecasting
and weigh possibilities, and solve difficulties in assessing
fraud detection.

Manufacturing & Industrial Design

Transportation & Logistics

Quantum AI could quickly filter through variables in digital
modeling to help determine the most efficient design of
airplanes, buildings, or medical devices.

It could solve logistics challenges, such as packing
shipments more efficiently, optimizing global delivery
routes, and making it easier to adapt to changes such as
canceled orders and rescheduled deliveries.
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